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About This Game

Feel what it's truly like to be alone in the dark with this low-res, high-suspense point-and-click horror adventure, winner of
multiple Best Games of the Year awards. Set in Victorian England, when Jeremiah Devitt receives a letter from his old

schoolmate Anthony Beechworth with a hidden, cryptic message, he knows something is wrong. His journey to an abandoned
manor is only the beginning as he starts to remember a long-buried secret from his youth, discovering things man was not meant

to know, and opening doors that should have remained closed…

The Last Door: Collector’s Edition contains four terrifying episodes of occult and otherworldly horror inviting you to investigate
Victorian England's deepest, darkest secret. Featuring new scenes and puzzles, enhanced graphics, unlockable bonuses, and

remastered sound. Explore ancient manors, decaying tenements, and twisting underground warrens with little but a lamp and
magnifying glass to guide you. Dare you open The Last Door: Collector's Edition?
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Title: The Last Door - Collector's Edition
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
The Game Kitchen
Publisher:
Phoenix Online Publishing
Release Date: 20 May, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Intel Atom 1.6 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated with 64 MB RAM

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Requires Adobe AIR

English,French,Italian,German
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Bottom line at the top: A true gothic horror point and click game that will make you check over your shoulders every few
minutes. This game really shows the power of good music and sound effects to set the atmosphere of the story and game play.
Best played with headphones!

Pros
 ------------------------------------------------
-Really excellent usage of music and sound effects.
-Very well done low resolution pixel graphics and backgrounds.
-Good story inspired by classic horror writers.
-Puzzles are mostly straightforward (minus the fog sequence).
-Stable. No major bugs or problems.

Meh.
-------------------------------------------------
-Lag time between using an item incorrectly and being able to do something else was a second or two longer necessary.
-No voice acting. In this case I think it adds to the overall horror aesthetic.
-No save slots, continue function only.

Cons
-------------------------------------------------
-Story can be hard to follow if you pick up playing after stopping for awhile.
-$10 for approx 3 hours game play is steep for my liking. I picked up on sale and would suggest others try to do the same.

Overall an excellent horror game that relies on immersive music\/sound effects and good story for frightening the player more
than cheap tricks. A definite must try for any horror or P&C fan!. Like the music,take me back to the age.. Many people, I
imagine, will be turned off from this game by the low resolution graphics. Please believe me, in a work like this, low graphics
are an advantage: they show just enough that your imagination can fill in as much of the rest as your wavering sanity can endure.
Do believe me: your imagination can fill in far more than even eyes can possibly see or ears ever hear.

Speaking of ears hearing, the music is gorgeous. Normally I don't pick out games for their soundtracks (typically I turn off the
background music for the sake of my sanity when playing games), but this soundtrack...it's genuinely beautiful, even haunting,
for fear of sounding cliche. Viola's work is too fantastic for me to properly praise.
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